Ship Name: EXEMPLAR
Ship Type: LNG Gas Carrier

Flag: Belgium
Recognized Org: Bureau Veritas

IMO Number: 9444649
Recognized Security Organization (RSO):

Date of Action: 8/19/2019
Recognized Org (RO) Related: Not Class Relat

Action Taken: Detention
Organization Related to Detention:

Port: Boston, Massachusetts
Ship Management: Owners, Operators, or Managers

Unit: Sector Boston
Exmar Shipmanagement NV
Exemplar LLC

Deficiencies: Code - Category
09213 - Gas instruments

Description
Gas detection equipment acceptable to the Administration and suitable for the gases to be carried should be provided in accordance with column f in the table of chapter 19. When PSCO requested to test fixed gas detection, crew applied 60% LEL methane span gas. System read 107%, 32%, and 54% on the entrance to accommodation space D deck, GVU room, and the boiler fuel double pipe 1 fixed gas sampling points, respectively, of 04 sampling points, tested on GS3000 panel.